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Popular title Shapez announced for 
release on mobile
Playdigious SAS (“Playdigious”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fragbite Group AB (publ) 
(“Fragbite Group”), has announced the upcoming release of mobile game Shapez in 
December 2023. With an already strong player base on PC and top ranking on global 
platform Steam, Shapez is part of the expanded Playdigious pipeline of releases for the 
coming period.

Shapez is an independent factory building game in which the players process geometric shapes at 
their own pace in a minimalist environment. Launched in June 2020, Shapez was created by game 
studio Tobias Springer and was the 23rd top rated game on global distribution platform Steam in 
2020. Playdigious will be releasing the mobile version to iOS and Android on December 5th 2023. 
Shapez is part of the previously communicated expanded Playdigious pipeline of game releases for 
2023 and 2024.

“We are very pleased to present another strong title to add to the Playdigious portfolio. The expansion of 
Playdigious in both number of games and release pace is moving forward as planned, thanks to the 
professional efforts from everyone in the Playdigious team. Shapez is an interesting title as it allows for a 
relaxing, minimalistic player experience which has resonated well with players globally. The game’s theme 

,” says Marcus Teilman, and the audience it caters to makes for a promising future for the mobile version
President and CEO, Fragbite Group.

“Our team has done an excellent job bringing Shapez to mobile, and I very much look forward to the 
release in December. Shapez has been a smash-hit on PC so far with over 97% positive rating over a large 
player base on Steam. I am convinced the title will also have a natural position as a mobile game and that 
it will conquer new audiences,” says Abrial Da Costa, CEO, Playdigious.

For questions, please contact:

Erika Mattsson, Chief Communications Officer
em@fragbitegroup.com
Phone: +46 8 520 277 82

Redeye AB is the Company’s Certified Adviser.
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About us

Fragbite Group AB (publ) is a group that operates in mobile gaming and e-sports. The Company is 
listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in Stockholm and has its registered office in Stockholm. 
The subsidiaries FunRock/Prey Studios, Lucky Kat, Playdigious and WAGMI are active in the global 
mobile gaming market, developing, publishing, distributing, adapting and marketing games for 
desktop, consoles and mobile devices. The subsidiary Fragbite AB is the Nordic region’s leading 
organiser and media company in e-sports. The Group has offices in Sweden, France, the 
Netherlands, Gibraltar and Egypt, with a total of 80 employees all sharing the same passion for 
gaming.
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